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An all-cryogenic THz transmission spectrometer
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This article describes a THz transmission spectrometer for the spectral range of 2–65 cm21 ~100
GHz to 2 THz! with a spectral resolution of at least 1.8 cm21 ~50 GHz! where the source, sample,
and detector are all fully contained in a cryogenic environment. Cyclotron emission from a
two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! heated with an electrical current serves as a magnetic-field
tunable source. The spectrometer is demonstrated at 4.2 K by measuring the resonant cyclotron
absorption of a second 2DEG. Unique aspects of the spectrometer are that~1! an ultrabroadband
detector is used, and~2! the emitter is run quasicontinuously with a chopping frequency of only 1
Hz. Since optical coupling to room temperature components is not necessary, this technique is
compatible with ultralow temperature~sub-100 mK! operation. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1426231#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Many quantum systems of contemporary interest
condensed-matter physics have energy levels in the m
range. These include, but are not limited to, two-dimensio
electron gas~2DEG! systems in high magnetic fields exhib
iting the fractional and integer quantum Hall effects, qua
tum nanostructures such as quantum dots and carbon n
tubes, and metallic single-electron transistors. In th
systems, temperature-dependent behavior in dc trans
measurements is observed all the way down to tens of m
The measurement of the far-infrared~THz! transmission
through such systems at ultralow temperatures could pro
complementary information about the excitation spectrum
the system.

The standard technique to measure THz transmissio
with a Fourier-transform infrared~FTIR! spectrometer or a
molecular gas laser which couples optically to a cold sam
from room temperature. The disadvantage of this techni
is that broadband, thermal blackbody radiation is a
coupled to the sample; this is incompatible with ultralo
temperature~sub-100 mK! operation. Numerically, the~inte-
grated! power density is 40 mW/cm2 at 300 K; typically1 this
must be attenuated to of order pW in order to avoid sam
heating in many ultralow temperature systems; at the s
time the radiation in the frequency band of interest must
detectable with reasonable signal-to-noise for the FTIR s
tem to operate at all. In principle, this technique can be c
ried out. One must construct a set of filters with the desi
pass functions from microwave to optical frequencies.2

In this article an all-cryogenic spectrometer is presen
that bypasses the necessity to construct such filters.

a!Current address: Integrated Nanosystems Research Facility, Univers
California, Irvine, CA 92697.
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spectrometer is based on magnetic-field tunable cyclo
resonance~CR! emission from a high-mobility 2DEG in a
GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunction, together with a broadband
tector. Figure 1 illustrates the concept. Our demonstra
experiment is carried out in a 4 Kenvironment, but the tech
nique is compatible with ultralow temperature~dilution re-
frigerator! environments.

A transmission spectrometer using CR emission fr
bulk GaAs was proposed in 1980.3 Based on that proposal,
spectrometer was built by Knap4 in 1992 using CR emission
from 2DEGs in GaAs with a spectral resolution of 1.3 cm21

using narrow and moderate band detectors. The spectrom
presented here is an improvement on that developed by K
in two important ways. First, an ultrabroadband detecto
used in place of a narrow-band detector. This allows a m
wider range of frequencies to be accessed in principle; in
particular case the range of 2–65 cm21 are immediately ac-
cessible with a single sweep of the magnetic field. Seco
we use a very low chopping frequency~1 Hz!. Previous stud-
ies of CR emission4–13 typically used microsecond or milli-
second pulses with low duty cycle for fear of overheating
sample and inadvertently broadening the emission linewid
The experimental results presented here indicate that
chopping frequencies do not significantly degrade the em
sion linewidth. Low chopping frequencies will allow the us
of state-of-the-art ultra-low-noise bolometers, which ha
exquisite sensitivity but time constants limited to typica
tens of ms.14 In this article, we also provide a quantitativ
estimate of the generated CR power and spectrometer n
performance, as well as quantitative estimates for the u
mate limits of this technique using current as well as futu
detector technology with the promise of single-photon sen
tivity in the THz band.15–17
of
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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II. THz SOURCE

A. Principle of operation

In a 2DEG in the presence of a magnetic field perp
dicular to the plane, the spectrum of states~in the absence o
disorder and interactions! is given by a discrete set of Landa
levels, with energies given by

E5~n1 1
2!\vc , ~1!

where

\vc5eB/m* . ~2!

vc is referred to as the cyclotron frequency. At low tempe
tures, the lowest-energy states are filled, and higher-en
states are empty. If the electrons are heated to a higher
perature, then higher-energy states are populated. The h
energy electrons can decay to the lower-energy levels
phonon emission or photon emission; in the latter case
photon frequency is given byh f5eB/m* . In our technique,
we heat the electrons with a dc current; the emission
quency is then tunable by magnetic field. This cyclotr
emission from 2DEGs has been studied by ma
groups.4–13,18–20Here, we are mainly interested in charact
izing the emission power and spectrum in order to use it a
THz source.

Our source consists of a 535 mm2 ~cleaved! 2DEG
formed in a GaAs/AlGaAs modulation doped quantum w
grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. The mobility and dens
are 1.25 1011cm22 and 600 000 cm2/V s, respectively. Ohmic
contacts of diffused Au/Ni/Ge are deposited along both ed
of the sample to make low resistance contacts. We have c
acterized the emission power using a broadband detecto
drive our source electrically, we apply a 0.5-Hz sinusoi
voltage to the terminals, typically with a 10 kV resistor in
series with the emitter. Since heating by the electrical curr
causes spontaneous emission, and since the power deliv
to the emitter from the battery is proportional toV2, the
emission power is periodic with a frequency given by twi

FIG. 1. Schematic of technique described in this article.
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the electrical drive frequency. We thus detect the synch
nous voltage on the detector at the second harmonic of
drive frequency, 1 Hz.

The detector is a commercially available broadba
composite bolometer21 placed at one end of a 7-in.-long 1/2
in.-diam evacuated~gold plated! light pipe. It consists of a
Ge thermistor mounted on a thin-film~NiCr! coated sapphire
absorber with dimensions 434 mm2. The emitter is placed
at the other end of the light pipe, inside the bore of a sup
conducting magnet. The measured emission power at the
tector for an electrical input power of 1 mW~electric field of
roughly 20 V/cm! is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of th
source magnetic field. The smooth variation of power a
function of magnetic field is due to the variation of the em
ter resistance~and hence the power delivered from the b
tery! with the magnetic field. The periodic structures are
terference fringes due to the Fabry–Perot etalon formed
the substrate. This effect was modeled and measured
Zinovev,13 and provides evidence that the source is inde
quasimonochromatic. Three important figures of merit
our source are the optical beam pattern, emitted power,
linewidth. We discuss these each in turn below.

B. Optics

The emission from our sample is mostly into the su
strate due to its high dielectric constant. We have moun
the sample with a thin layer of vacuum grease onto a hig
reflective~gold plated! mount. This reflects most of the ligh
emitted into the substrate. We also tried evaporating a
metallization layer on the backsurface~Al !, with no change
in the output power. It is well known that the emissivity fro
thin films is distributed very uniformly over the entire 2p
steridian available solid angle.22 In our case, since the beam
pattern is spread out even more after reflection and pas
through the dielectric/air interface, the emission is essenti
isotropically distributed as a function of solid angle. We u
a light pipe to guide the radiation to the detector; in pr
ciple, a lens system can be used to focus it if that is desi
The radiation is circularly polarized for vertical emission, b

FIG. 2. Detected power vs magnetic field.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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multiple reflections off of the light pipe walls and th
substrate/sample interface at varying angles served to
domize the polarization.

C. Power

The absolute power available is important, since this s
the sensitivity requirements for the detector in our arran
ment. Absolute power calibrations at this frequency are ty
cally no better than a factor of 2,23 and our results for the
measured signal are also reproducible to only a factor o
between cooldowns. This may be due to drift in the detec
responsivity or to inherent changes in the sample betw
thermal cycles. We estimate the absolute power respons
the detector using the method of dc substitution. In t
method, we determine the detector responsivity~in V/W! to
dc power, and assume the responsitivity is the same for T
power. This is generally the best agreed upon method
absolute power measurements at THz frequencies. This g
a responsivity of 33105 V/W for our detector; we find it also
has a noise equivalent power~NEP! of 0.5 pW/AHz at a
chopping frequency of 1 Hz.24 We estimate an optical effi
ciency from the source to the detector of order 10%; this
mainly due to the fact the we use a 1/2-in.-diam light pip
but the detector is only 434 mm2 in size.~No cone is used
to concentrate the radiation onto the detector.! Thus, from the
measured power we determine the absolute output pow
roughly 100 pW for an electrical input power of 1 mW. In
dilution refrigerator environment, the emitter would have
be carefully heat sunk to a thermal stage that could han
the power load. This is possible without too much difficul

Our results for the emission power are consistent w
those of Zinovev,13 who used microsecond electrical puls
and found roughly 50 pW of ac power out for roughly 1 m
in, but inconsistent with, the results of Kawano,19 who find
50 pW out for 50 mW in. These variations in the outp
power within the literature may be related to the sample
ometry or the optical coupling techniques used.

D. Linewidth

The spectral resolution of our spectrometer is limited
the linewidth of the source. In reality, the spectrum of sta
in a 2DEG in a magnetic field is broadened by disorder.
infer an upper limit on the linewidth of our source by me
suring the transmission vs magnetic field through a sam
with a known resonant absorption behavior. This is discus
in further detail in Sec. III. Based on these measurements
infer an upper limit of 1.8 cm21 @full-width at half-maximum
~FWHM!# on our source linewidth. These results are cons
tent with those of Knap4 and Komiyama,18 who studied CR
emission from samples of similar mobility. The fact that w
find such a narrow linewidth even when running the emit
quasicontinuous is important; this issue is discussed in m
detail below.

If the current distribution and optical emissivity as
function of position on the surface of the sample we
known, it should in principle be possible to model the int
ference fringes in Fig. 3 to determine the spectral linewid
Zinovev13 modeled the interference fringes for the case
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vertical emission only and found qualitative agreement w
the measured fringe pattern. However, the emission ang
not purely vertical; in reality it is spread out over 2p stera-
dians almost evenly~see above!. Since we do not know the
details of where in the sample the emission comes from,
difficult to relate the contrast of the interference fringes
the linewidth of the radiation. Thus, while the presence
fringes indicates a component of the emission is monoch
matic, it does not uniquely determine its linewidth, nor t
amount of incoherent broadband radiation. The fringe patt
did not vary strongly with the mobility of the emitter samp
~m5600 000 cm2/V s vs 2.73106 cm2/V s!, suggesting that
the ‘‘contrast’’ of the interference fringes is not a good me
sure of the emission linewidth.

E. Chopping technique

In contrast to most CR emission experiments, we run
sources quasicontinuous, and not pulsed, and still find
sonably narrow linewidth compared to the results found
the literature. This is an important point if one wants to u
this technique with ultimate state-of-the-art low-noise det
tors. Fast detectors used for pulsed measurement typic
have NEPs of 10212W/AHz.25,26 With the output power of
our source in the 10–100 pW range, this gives limited sign
to-noise. Recent progress on ultra-low-noise detectors
measuring the cosmic microwave background have achie
NEPs of 2310218W/AHz ~Ref. 14! at an operating tempera
ture of 100 mK. Although ultrasensitive, they have time co
stants~typically 10 ms! that do not allow for pulsed opera
tion. Thus, our quasicontinuous technique is important
those ultra-low-noise detectors are to be used.

Initial work on fast low-noise detectors based on litho
graphically fabricated hot-electron ‘‘microbolometers’’ b
gan in the late 1980s.27 In a later variant of the idea,28 elec-
trical NEPs of 10217W/AHz with a response time constan
of 10 ms were measured. If these could be antenna coup
they would make fast, sensitive detectors. This would ob
ate the need for the low chopping frequencies describe
this article. This general line of investigation is current
being pursued by several groups in order to demonstrate
tical NEPs in that range or better with fast respon
time.16,17,29,30Nonetheless, our results show that the dev

FIG. 3. Actual setup.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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opment of fast, sensitive detectors is not a necessity for
technique described herein. Current state-of-the-art ultra
sitive bolometer technology can be used without a degra
tion in the performance~i.e., linewidth! of the spectromete
due to the low chopping frequency.

III. THz TRANSMISSION SPECTROMETER

A. Principle of operation

In principle, our technique is simple and straightforwa
The frequency of the source is tuned by its local magn
field, and the light is guided through the sample and onto
detector. One can sweep the source frequency by swee
its magnetic field; the power measured on the detector
direct measure of the transmission through the sampl
each frequency. An alternative mode of operation is to fix
source frequency~by fixing its local magnetic field! and
sweep some sample parameter, to determine the transmi
at a fixed frequency vs the sample parameter. We discuss
in more detail in Sec. III B.

B. Demonstration of operation

We have carried out a demonstration experiment to m
sure the transmission through another 2DEG at a fixed
quency as a function of magnetic field at the sample. Fo
2DEG in a magnetic field, absorption of THz photons occ
only if the photon energy matches the cyclotron energy,h f
5eB/m* . Thus, as a function of frequency of the emitter~or
magnetic field of the sample as realized here!, the transmis-
sion is unity~neglecting the vacuum-dielectric mismatch! off
resonance, and minimum on resonance. If the light is r
domly polarized, the absorption coefficient depends on
sample mobility and density. The transmission minimum
limited theoretically to 50%, although weaker absorption
usually observed.

In our spectrometer, the light from the emitter pass
through a 1/2-in.-diam light pipe for about 3 in., and is th
passed through a 3° cone onto the transmission sam
through a 1/8 in. hole, and then through another 1/2 in. li
pipe onto the detector. Instead of using two separate m
nets, one to set the emitter frequency and one to set
sample magnetic field, we use a one-magnet setup indic
schematically in Fig. 3. By fixing the current through th
superconducting magnet, we fix the magnetic field at
source and hence the emission frequency.~The emitter is
located towards the bottom of the magnet at the 55% fi
region.! We then monitor the detector voltage while swee
ing the magnetic field at the sample; this is accomplished
physically moving the sample in the region where the fi
strength varies with position. The field profile is shown
Fig. 3; by moving the sample up and down 2 in., we can v
the sample magnetic field from 25% to 75% of the value
the field center. With a 9 T superconducting magnet, we
achieve a maximum field of 5 T at the emitter, correspond
to a maximum emission frequency of 65 cm21.

We plot in Fig. 4 the measured transmission coeffici
as a function of sample magnetic field. The right axis is
measured power on the detector; the emitter frequenc
fixed at 1.1 THz. We find a Lorentzian resonance with
Downloaded 27 Feb 2002 to 131.215.106.6. Redistribution subject to A
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FWHM linewidth of 0.26 T~2.7 cm21! for this sample (m
5600 000 cm2/V s). On another sample with somewh
higher mobility (2.73106 cm2/V s), we measure a linewidth
of roughly 0.2 T~1.8 cm21!. We conclude from this that the
emitter linewidth is no broader than 1.8 cm21; otherwise the
sharp absorption feature in Fig. 4 would not be seen.

It is possible that there is a spectral component of
emitted power which is broadly distributed away fromvC .
From the measurement described, we can set an upper
on the amount of this component. Since the absorption
randomly polarized light is at most 50% and our absorpt
dip is about 10%, we conclude that at most 80% of the em
ted power of the source is off resonance, and that at le
20% power is concentrated in the spectral region aroundvc .
However, this is only an upper limit on the out of ban
emission because we have not independently measured
transmission of our sample; if the true sample absorption
less than the theoretical limit of 50% on resonance, then
background component of the emission is less than 80%

The linewidth of cyclotron resonance absorption in hig
mobility 2DEGs has been studied for many years by ma
groups. A very typical feature is that the linewidth vari
periodically with filling factorn5nh/eB, and that the line-
width is an absolute maximum at filling factor 2. Our me
surements presented here are nearn52, so that our measure
ment of the spectral resolution is probably an upper limit
the ultimate attainable spectral resolution using this te
nique.

In Fig. 5, we plot the measured linewidth vs samp
mobility at a filling factor ofn52, as well as several mea
sured values from the literature.31–36The temperature for the
references varied between 1.3 and 5 K. The linewidths
measure are comparable to those measured by other gro
suggesting that our emitter linewidth is narrow enough
measure roughly the correct value for the transmission li
width.

We have also measured the transmission through
sample off of the resonant absorption as a function of sou
frequency. We find roughly unity transmission off resonan

FIG. 4. Resonant absorption. The emitter field is fixed at 2.75 T; hence
emission frequency is fixed at 1.1 THz.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/rsio/rsicr.jsp
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We have also carried out this swept frequency transmis
measurement though a blank sample~containing no 2DEG!
of GaAs. In either case, we do not observe any Fabry–P
fringes due to the finite~transmitting! sample thickness, eve
though the sample is not wedged. We conclude from this
the incoming radiation is equally distributed as a function
angle of incidence. This is an added advantage of this te
nique; the transmission samples do not need to be wedg

Finally, even though the emitter must be placed in
magnetic field, many dilution refrigerators have compens
ing coils to minimize the magnetic field at the mixing cham
ber. By placing the transmission sample and detector n
this compensated region, the technique described here ca
applied to systems in low magnetic fields as well.

C. Ultimate sensitivity limits

Based on the noise of our detector, we can measure
power transmitted through the sample with a statistical
certainty of roughly 0.5 pW in a 1 sintegration time. In Fig.
4, the transmitted power is roughly 2 pW off resonance;
used an equivalent noise bandwidth of approximately 1 m
for that measurement. The statistical error on each trans
sion measurement point is thus about 1%. This noise pe
mance is clearly marginal, and underscores the need
lower noise detector technology. If the spectrometer
scribed in this article were to be incorporated into a lo
temperature environment, low-noise state-of-the-
bolometers14 with NEPs of as low as 2310218W/AHz could
be used. This would allow for a much better measuremen
the transmission coefficient, with a statistical uncertainty
1025%, given the power levels we use.

For a given statistical uncertainty in the measured tra
mission coefficient at each frequency, we can predict
statistical uncertainty on the measured linewidth and line
sition for a Lorentzian absorption profile. Based on nume
cal simulations of typical experimental parameters, we fin
statistical uncertainty in the measured linewidth of roug
25 G ~or 1 GHz in frequency! per 1% error in measure

FIG. 5. Linewidth vs mobility for this and other references, atn52. Sym-
bols are* Schlesinger 1984,s Seidenbusch 1987,h Batke 1988,, Nicho-
las 1989,n Englert 1983, and1 Heron 2000.
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transmission coefficient, and roughly 2.5 G~0.1 GHz! in the
measured position per 1% error in measured transmis
coefficient. With a detector with NEP of 2310218W/AHz,
we could determine the linewidth and center frequency w
a statistical uncertainty of order 1 kHz. We note that if th
technique were used on samples with narrower absorp
features than the emitter linewidth, it would not be possi
to determine theshapeof those absorption features. How
ever, it would be possible to determine theposition ~in fre-
quency or magnetic field! of the absorption feature to a pre
cision much better than the emitter linewidth.

Recent work on THz detectors has demonstrated sin
photon sensitivity15 with unknown quantum efficiency an
proposals exist16,17 for single-photon sensitivity with excel
lent predicted quantum efficiency. These detectors mus
operated in an ultralow temperature environment which
very compatible with the spectrometer presented here.
now consider the ultimate limits of the spectrometer dev
oped here if single-photon THz detectors were to be use

At low ~dilution refrigerator! temperatures, the therma
background of THz photons is negligible. Therefore, the s
tistical uncertainty in the measured signal would be limit
only by the ‘‘shot’’ noise of the incoming photons. Rough
109 photons/s are generated in a 1 pWbeam. Forclassical
statistics, the fluctuations areA109 photons/s, i.e., 10217W,
for quantumstatistics the fluctuations can be lower or high
corresponding to bunching or antibunching.37 Generally, the
statistics of the radiation depends on the emission proc
To our knowledge this has not been investigated~either theo-
retically or experimentally! in CR emission. These calcula
tions suggest that perfect~noiseless! THz detectors would
not significantly improve the noise performance of our sp
trometer, as compared to state-of-the-art low-noise detec
with NEPs of 2310218W/AHz, since the statistics of the
signal dominate the noise performance. However, the u
mate limit of a few photons emitted per second with a sing
photon THz detector, where the photons interact with a qu
tum system of interest between the source and detector,
give experimentalists new tools to explore quantum inform
tion processing in condensed-matter systems.38,39
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